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ZyLAB: Accelerating Innovation and Time
to Market with SAP® Text Analysis
“SAP Text Analysis drastically sped up our development pace and enabled us
to quickly enhance our solution with complementary functionality,” says Daniel
Schuuring, product marketing manager for ZyLAB. Thanks to its OEM relationship
with SAP, ZyLAB was first to market with text analysis functionality for solutions
that help investigate massive volumes of digital content.
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Executive overview
Company
ZyLAB
Headquarters
Dual headquarters in McLean,
Virginia, and Amsterdam,
the Netherlands
Industry
High tech
Products and Services
“eDiscovery” and enterprise
information management
technology software and
services
Employees
150
Web Site
www.zylab.com

Partners’s top objectives
•• Enable organizations to manage boundless
amounts of enterprise data in any format and
language, to mitigate risk, reduce costs, investigate
matters and elicit business productivity and
intelligence.
•• Help organizations quickly analyze text in large
volumes of digital data to identify patterns, people,
and events of interest
•• Deliver a global solution supporting multiple
languages
•• Get to market quickly and reduce business and
financial risk
Why partner with SAP
•• Excessive time, effort, and cost associated with
building its own text analysis software
•• Trusted, market-proven solution that is con
tinuously updated and improved by SAP
•• Global language support
•• Access to SAP® Consulting experts, when needed,
to support complex customer requirements

Key benefits
•• Rapid, low-cost, and hassle-free integration
•• A powerful solution that immediately complemented
the company’s software and helped accelerate
innovation with little risk
•• Ability to give customers a smooth user experience
•• Ability to close multiple new deals by being first to
market with this functionality

“SAP Text Analysis drastically speeded up
our development pace and enabled
us to quickly enhance our solution with
complementary functionality.”
Daniel Schuuring, Product Marketing Manager, ZyLAB
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Making information accessible to
people when they need it
But ZyLAB software, such as the ZyLAB Compliance
& Litigation Readiness system, can also support
broader, enterprise-wide information management
initiatives. In 2002 ZyLAB’s solutions did not offer
text analysis – functionality that the company’s
management team forecasted would be needed in
the near future. “Our customers weren’t asking for
it yet,” says Schuuring. “But as we saw the volumes
of data our customers were managing increase
exponentially in size, it was getting harder to investigate it quickly and thoroughly. So instead of developing the tool ourselves, we partnered with SAP to give
people a powerful text analysis tool that they could
use to identify and match patterns in large amounts
of data – and even create custom rules for specific
cases.”

Since its origin in 1983, ZyLAB’s primary and continuous drivers are innovation and leadership – coupled
with the subsequent value that such innovation
delivers to clients. The breadth and depth of ZyLAB
technology and expertise yield the best variety
of software and solutions, coupled with the best of
breed offerings from partners, to meet the information management, e-discovery and investigation
needs of any type of organization. “Our solutions
enable companies to organize and investigate massive volumes of digital content in seconds,” explains
Daniel Schuuring, product marketing manager
at ZyLAB. The company’s flagship product, ZyLAB
eDiscovery & Production solution, is typically implemented when an organization needs to prepare for
or investigate a legal matter.

9,000

ZyLAB software
installations worldwide
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SAP Text Analysis: a fast path to
innovation
After evaluating a number of partner solutions,
management ultimately chose SAP® Text Analysis
software. “At the time, it was available through Inxight,
which was acquired by Business Objects and later
acquired by SAP, so there was a natural transition to
being an SAP partner,” comments Schuuring. Functionally, the software was very comprehensive and
included extensive language support. And because
it’s a Web-based solution, it could be integrated
easily with ZyLAB software; the company could use
Web services to link the two applications, eliminating
the need for architectural modifications to its own
software.

ZyLAB’s management team considered developing
text analysis software internally. “We wanted to win
substantial development time,” notes Schuuring.
“We also wanted support for multiple languages –
and we knew it would be much easier to simply
integrate with a solution that already provided this
functionality.”
So ZyLAB decided to search for a leading third-party
software product and integrate it with ZyLAB’s
eDiscovery solution. “Taking a ‘buy’ rather than a
‘build’ approach enabled us to provide our customers with a market-proven solution very quickly –
and with very little effort on our part,” explains
Schuuring. “At the same time, we reduced business
risk from a financial perspective. Remember, we
were well ahead of the market, so we anticipated
gradual market adoption and revenue growth.”

“The ease of integration was critical in our decision to go with
SAP Text Analysis. We only needed to make minimal changes
to our software to achieve seamless integration.”
Daniel Schuuring, Product Marketing Manager, ZyLAB
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Analyzing massive volumes of
information in seconds
For customers using standard text analytics functionality, the user experience is seamless. ZyLAB’s
eDiscovery system provides users with an instant
overview of extracted entities such as Persons,
Places, Companies and extracted patterns for travel
activities, sentiments, meetings and relationships
in the documents. This enables users to quickly
identify important information and make informed
decisions with respect to the use of the information.
ZyLAB’s eDiscovery system provides users with an
instant overview of extracted entities such as Persons, Places, Companies and extracted patterns for
travel activities, sentiments, meetings and relationships in the documents. This enables users to quickly
identify important information and make informed
decisions with respect to the use of the information.

The software integration process itself was simple,
requiring one developer’s time for two weeks.
Schuuring notes that there were no technical glitches,
and the process was very straightforward. He attributes this to the excellent technical documentation
provided with the software and the fact that it was
a Web services–based integration.
“Because we could use Web services, the entire process was very low risk,” adds Schuuring. “We simply
installed SAP Text Analysis on a server, made some
minor adjustments to our software, and set up Web
services to enable our eDiscovery customers to
use text analysis as needed.” The Business Objects
team provided fast and responsive support whenever
ZyLAB had a question.

2 weeks

To integrate with SAP Text Analysis
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Realizing the benefits of being
an SAP partner

Executive overview
Partner objectives

people, activities, and events important to them.
For instance, one public sector customer uses the
text analysis functionality to investigate information
related to government fraud. By analyzing e-mails,
texts, tweets, and other digital data, investigators
can identify perpetrators faster and stop fraud
earlier. Another customer – a high-tech crime unit
in the European Union – is using text analysis to
detect patterns and extract people’s names from
documents and communications. This data can then
be mapped and visualized using other software to
understand relationships between individuals and
expose entire crime rings.

Schuuring believes that by choosing a leading, thirdparty solution rather than building its own software,
ZyLAB was able to be first to market with text analysis.
“Retrospectively, we can see that having a leading,
ready-to-sell text analysis solution gave us a competitive advantage – for example, in the law enforcement and intelligence industries. We were able to
secure some great deals because no one else offered
it at the time.”

Why SAP
Partner solution
Benefits

While not yet mainstream, text analysis adoption has
accelerated significantly in recent years. ZyLAB’s
solution enables people to work much faster – and
look at more detailed information – to uncover the

“Because of our strong partnership with SAP, we can secure deals
with complex customer requirements with confidence – because
we know SAP has our back and will step in when we need assistance.”
CMP19626 (13/01)

Daniel Schuuring, Product Marketing Manager, ZyLAB
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